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Play, ' D^ce- 'To' ;:lJsIier
In Holiday Program
Barry Comed y And Fraternity Chasers
Fill Out Alexander Featured Weekend
Queen To Be Crowned At
Ball Frid ay ; Echo Will
Announce Candidates

Prof. Rollins Announces
Cast Of "Sp ring Dance"
As Final Rehearsals Near

Phillip Barry 's comedy, "Spring
The Dramatic Workshop Players
are
hard at work rehearsing and p erJunior
1939
the
will
ushex
in
Dance ,"
fecting
their annual play, "Spring
Week-end Thursday evening, April
which will be presented on
Dance,"
twenty-seventh . This Powder and Thursday evening, April 27 , in tbe
Wig production will be followed by a Alumnae Building. This play, written
"vie" party directed by Victor Malins. by Philip Barry; is one of the most enMusi c will be furnished by the cur- tertaining of modern comedies. It
appealing ' to a
rently most famous orchestra in the should 'be particularly
for it gives an h>
college
audience,
country. Throughout the dance Mr. side picture of life in a Nev England
Malms will present specialty numbers girl's college during a dance weekas an added attraction.
end. The girls and their "imports "
The main feature of tlie Week-end are the main characters.
will be the Blue and Gray Swing Ball ,
Sam Thatclier , the hero, played by
Friday evening. Following the grand Patrick Martin , is a young man of
march , will be the coronation of the high-flown language and uncomproCollege" Holiday Queen. Who she is mising ideals- Women have no place
is not known , but she will be one of in his scheme of life , at the beginning
the five girls named in the ECHO next of the play. Alex Benson , the heroWednesday ; the four unsuccessful ine (Rhoda Wein) is- in love with
candidates will be the qiteen's attend- Sam, but does not wish to 'interfere
ants . Of course , Van Alexander 's with his plans. Therefore it becomes
Band featuring Phyllis Kenny and the business of her friends to try enJoan Livingston capably set in the snaring Sam for Alex. Alex's school
background of the program. Saturday friends include pretty fluffy-brained
there are no classes, and chasers, with Frances Fenn (Phyllis Chapman);
every fraternity holding open house se r io u s, likeable Kate McXim, (Milwill round out a -\veek-en_d of frivolity dred Oolwell).; dashing Sally Prescott
and mental abandon.
( Barbara Mitchell), who comes to
Bids for the -week-end will be on school week-ends for the dances, and
sale Thursday, April 20. - They can be comic, roly-poly Mady . ..Piatt- (Arlene
obtained from the following commit- Paine) .
tee members, namely : Professor Mc- ,1-Iugh Kirkpatrick is ably potraymg
Coy, Maynard Irish, Victor Malins, slap-happy "Hat" Hatton , a Yale man
Lloyd Gooch , Francis Allen , Frederick who is most content when under the
Sargent, Janice Ware, Phyllis Chap- influence of feminine wiles. The Lipman , Helen Sanbar, Elizabeth Salie. pincott , played by John Pendleton, is
Students who desire to go should the exact opposite of "Hat ," for he
purchase bids on or beffore Tuesday, dislikes and distrusts women, and does
April 25 , so that tho names of the his utmost to break up the affair becouples attending can be published in tween Alex and Sam,
next week's ECHO.
No college play would be complete
without a prim , spinster hoiise mother ,
and Frances Gray, as Miss Ritchie,
takes this part and makes it most
amusing. Clayton Young plays a
harassed Biology professor , a man
with a brusque exterior and a heart of
Hoboes from near and far flocked gold. And , to round out this list of
to the Lambda Chi House as the fra- characters, we have . Mildred , the
ternity sponsored a unique Hobo housemaid , "who is independent and
Party in place of the regular "vie somewhat scornful—capably played
parties." The committee of William 'by Margaret Johnson,
II. Martin and William Tucker arranged all the old thing-s available to
create the informal setting for the
dance.
An unusual feature was introduced
when head hoboes , charged admission
on a basis of the weights of the co-ed
hoboes. The first huadrccl pounds
went for the flat' rate of 25 cents and
Work To Start Soon Qn
a charge of two cents for each additional four pounds was assessed. A
Roberts Union And
further requisite of admission for the
co-eds was a genuine Aroostook poWomen 's Building
tato.
During the evening an elimination
On April 15, 1089 , the regular
dance was run 'by Prof. Addison Pond , spring mooting of the Colby trustees
and the last couple , Ellae Nourso and was hold at the Eastland hotel, PortEllis Mott, wore awarded suitable land,. The most important issue voted
prizes. Later n contest tp determine upon was in regards to tho summer
tho "worst dressed couple " was hold plans on Mayflower Hill. It was auand Flo Carleton and Oilman Taylor thorized that contracts be let out conwere declared winners and given cerning tho erection of two buildings,
awards for suc h distinction.
namely the Roberts' Memorial Union
Woody and Chester , banjo and and the Women 's Union, for this comguitar a rtists , and tho ,-< L. C. A. Syn- ing summer. ' Th o total cost of tho
copants" were hoard in several min- Roberts' Memorial Union • is set at
utes 'of syncopations nn«l rhythm with $300 ,000 (donated by alumni) , and
timel y introductions by Woody Han- tho total cost of tho Women 's Union
sen. With Conrad Swii't at the' piano at ' $100,000 (money being raised at
in singing pre sent). Besides those new buildings
all the hoboes joined
"Sweetheart ol! Lambda Chi" and "All to be- erected , tho entire interior of
tho chapel is to bo completed.
" . • "..
Goodv Fellows." .
¦ ¦ ¦
Tentative plans woro also discussed
Tlio ' party was thoroughly enjoyed
hy all -attending. Th« ' chaperonos concoTning the possibilities of having
woro : Professor and Mrs. Addison tlio cornerstone of tho two now buildPond , Min Phil lip Hall , and . M iss Both ings laid , as part of the .lun'o; commoncomont exor cises.
Pondloton ,

Hobo Party Held
At Lambda Chi House

Trustees Authorize
Two New Buildings
On May flower Hill

Phi ' Beta Kappa
Initiates Six
F. C. Horwood/ Oxford
Scholar, Addresses Group
/ At Annual Banquet
; On Friday evening, April 14th , the
Colby Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa held
its annual initiation banquet. Among
those present were members of the
faculty, alumnae and alumni members, the new initiates, and undergraduate prospects. Dean Ninetta M.
Runnals,- president of the Colby chapter, presided. Miss Runnals, after . a
welcome to guests from other chapters and to- undergraduate giiests, introduced Professor Carl J. "Weber of
the English department , Professor
William J. Wilkinson of the history
department , and Professor Lester F.
Weeks of the chemistry department,
who in turn introduced the newly
initiated memb ers from their respective departments. Professor Weber
introduced Miss Alice A. Manley;
Professor Wilkinson introduced Miss
Jeanette L. Drisko and Wilson C. Piper; while Professor Weeks introduced Miss Freda K. Abel , Gilbert
(Continued on page 6)

Attempt Made . To
Eliminate. Frat
Politics On Echo
New Amendment . .
Proposed For
Selection Of Officers
On another page . of .this, week's
E CHO"is *th e "text-of ari"anie_i'dmeht to
the constitution of the Echo Association proposed by the staff of the
paper which is aimed to elminate or at
least minimize fraternity , politics in
the selection of officers.
According to the constitution at
present this amendment must appear
in two s^lccessive issues of the paper
and then be voted upon by the student
body as a whole. This is the first
week of publication and the student
b ody will be asked to vote in the assemblies of April 28 and May 1. A
two-thirds vote is necessary Undor the new plan senior, editorial offices will be filled by the judgment of a three man committee, only
one of whom will be affiliated with the
college. The committee members will
have had journalistic experience, and
will judge candidates on the basis of
copies of the ECHO , statements of the

Organizations Prepare;-:
For Meet Colby Day -

Prospective Students Invited To Campus
For Exhibits Planned By Various Clubs
S.C.A. Off icers
Are Installed
Dr. Charles G. Gumming
Addresses Students At
, First Annual Banquet
The new Student Christian Associate on of Colby college was successfully launched on her ' maiden voyage at a banquet last night at the
First Baptist church, with Dr. Charles
G. Gumming of Bangor Theological
Seminary delivering the "Bon Voyage" add r ess, before some seventyfive students and faculty members.
Toastmaster Nathanael- Gupiill led
singing to open the program after a
fine meal. He then introduced Ernest
Marxinei-, Jr., who trace d the history
of the Christian associations at Col'by.
The present organization is the result
of combining the Y. M., and Y. W.,
Forum and Boardman Society into
one group.
Popular baritone John Daggett
sang- two -solos, accompanied by his
brother Horace Daggett, '34. His
first selection was "The Lord's Prayer" and the second was "Stout-Hearted Men."
Following the main .address Donna
deRochemont and Conrad Swift , outgoing Y. ."W.,.and 'Y. M. presidents,
conducted a very impressive installation ceremony, inducting the new S.
C. A., officers .into their .new ..positions.
Harley Bubar , president; Nannabelle
Gray, vice president; Geraldine Stefko, secertary; and : Gordon Jones,
treasurer, comprise the new staff.
In keeping with the theme of the
banquet , Dr . Gumming likened college
to a voyage, saying that the embarking is hard on the parents, but adding that no embarking would he even
harder for them.
Speaking "on behalf of the oldei
generation ," as he put it , Dr, Cum(Continued on page 5)

Peace Day Assembly
To Be Held Thursday
Colgan , Br enn er , Winsor,
Jones, And Davidson To
Outline Peace Proposals

* ^Spring Fever,n Theme
Of College Holiday
White Mule

' Prof . Edward J. Colgan , Thomas
pr emier , Spencer Winsor, Henry
Davidson , and Mary Jones will be the
speakers for the Peace Day assembly
at 11:25 tomorrow morning. The observance here will be one of over 200
siinilar , ones in colleges all over the
cpuntry on the same day, 'on this.vital

Spring feve r is the general theme,
and you haven 't seen a more uniciuo
e»r sophisticated cover in many a
Mulei You can almost smell its
springy fragrance. (Hope that is all).
Yes, the now Green Grass edition of
tlie Colby White Mule will bo .da' the
press for tho big College Holiday—
provided 'of course that this journalistic robot' doesn 't get too energetic
and wreck its master, 3lomomber
folks, it takes smart people to appxeciato a smart cover!! "" '
One of the big features is a ' "Pair
O! Di ce Lost ," . by-;;pju.i;..:,bolo .v ed ,Eara
Pendor-Bondor. (Almost as good as
the cover).. ' ; 'An doo ri)i;:tho\ same , program is_ a private and imexpurgatcd
l oo k into tho ; e di tor 's p riva t e ; 'office.
It has also . been rumored that Lorn Q..
B'o'tts ' entire 'letter will pass the censor this time.. Watch this apace ;for
£lU'thoiv announcements and woQ; bo: to
him who' crosses the ' editor 's p ath i n
tli o next week. ;,(I. , alrniosfc woke! him
bef ore .I , , 'finished with this interview.
Ho was . kind - enough to let- mo take a
puulc at a proof of the now covoi'j .

j, The speakers here will present various points of view on the question
of "what course will best servo to keep"
the Unite d States out of war . Brenner , who speaks first, will present tho
militaristic, point of. view ,,holding that
only by strong armaments and terrorising the dictators will war be prevented , Miss Jones is a pacifist and
will give a woman 's' point of view,
¦\tyi-isor will advocate collective security as the only moans Abr pence and
Davidson plans ivn opposi tion , ;stan,d.
Professor. Golgxin , /vyill. .,): qoncludo tho
program 'by discussingppncelf.rom the
pqint of view o£ ono who has experienced war. Louis Sacks will preside.
i :G lasses-have 'been cancelled for the
111:25 hour tonrbnw so thai;, all may
atten d, "Wit h several¦' •' representative
pj oints of view-to bo udyoca .tqcl tho individual student should get-an ^id_ a of
what peace „s,tqn <l., ho will support,
rTho pro&t'nm'' iri other colleges will
bpi' presented-.on, mnny;; lines.; *; Some
wilj l back tho -'Pre sicloiit's ^'oposhl ' to
Hi 'tloi'LIuhd -.'.Mussol ini a.» u means to
podco, O thors 'avo iicaco bU'Usqb, . .

(Continued on page 6)

subject of the day.

; Guides Will Be Furnished
\ Visitors To Departments.
i In Afternoon And Evening
: April 22 , has been set for the date
of .the annual "Meet Colby'.' Day. As
in the past,, prospective \Colby students wi-l be; invited to visit the campus on this, day and . see the different
departments . of the college. All- of
the clubs and organizations of the
school , will co-operate in planning interesting exhibits and demonstrations
for the visitois. Throughout the afternoon and evening the guests of the
college will have a chance to see the
qualities of Colby as well as the spirit
among the present sUidents. Guides
will be furnished to take the visitors
to the different departments between
the hours of 1:30-5 :00 and 7 :00-9:00.
Refreshments will be served by various clubs duxing the exhibits.
The- elu'bs and organizations which
are planning exhibits are listed below.
Student Christian Association

The S. C. A. will have a display of
posters and pictures, the - Hazen
Books on Religion, arid an exhibit of
handiwork done by the Syrian children , in the Alumnae Building. A
place of worship will be built around
the fireplace.
Chi Gamma Sigma
Chi Gamma Si gma , the honorary
Physics society, will have many interesting inn-o vations at its "Meet
Colby " Day this year. Among the ex_
hibits will be a Cosmic Ray "counter,
which sets up a field between two
coils and indicates the presence of
cosmic rays, Dr. Bovie 's photorecording machine , which illustrates how microfilm can be used ; a stroboscope ,
(Continued on-page 3)

Library Associates
Announce Prize .For
Collection Of Books

Announcement has. been made by
Mr. N. Orwi-i ' Rush , the college librarian , of a new prize to be offered
annually by the Colby Library Associates to that senior who , assembles
the best collectio n of books during1 his
four years in college.
The prize , which will be awarded
for the first time in May, 1940, will
consist of at least fifteen dollars '
worth of boohs, to be chosen by the
winner of the prize. It is' the hope
of the Library Associates that the
award may. soon be increased , eventually to fifty dollars (in boohs) .
In making; tho announcement of
this ofl'er, the librarian explained that
the best collection will not- necessarily be the most expensive or the' gaudiest or the most extensive. The.lest
collection of hooks will be the one
that hns the most significance. v and
value for its owner; and in choosing
the winner of the prize , the judges
will take into account the owner's
knowledge of and comments: on ' tho
boolcs, as much , as the distinction ,
number, and quality of . the . book s,
th emselves.

W. A. A. Constitution ',
Accepted By Women

The now W. A, A. constitution wns .
voted on in a mass mooting last woolc >
and accepted. The changes which , "
were made concerned the acquiring 'j
of numerals and duties of tlio officers ; •
and the number of points necessary !<
Lo get numerals nnd letters was in- ,creased . As tho now constitution 'doe s '
n ot r:q into effec t until , next year ,* tho
-al lowing wore chosen as class rop- »'
rosontutivo 's: Soniov , I lo lon Brown; '
Juni or , Helen Sanbar ; nnd Sopho- '
wo, Mary -Tones.
. >, .. .. • , ] ,

Exhibition Games With Bates And
Bowdoin To Test Baseball Squad
Colby Enthusiasts Will
See Action Thursday If
Seaverns Field Is Dry

MULE - KICKS
By RALPH DELANO

Freshman Track
Prospects Good

Considerable disappointment has
veen voiced 'by the , student, body at
the recent 'cancelling of the annual
Patriot's Day baseball classic between
With two exhibition games schedColby and the University of Maine.
uled for this week, Co>ach Eddie
Purely an exhibition encounter for
Roundy 's Colby baseball charges will Telegraph Meet WitK
the past thirty-two years, Colby has
swing; into action against their Maine
looked to this game as one of its real
state rivals. Tomorrow, the Mules Albion Freshmen, Highlight traditions. Let us hope that some
will take on Bates here in Waterville, Of Coming Season
arrangements can be made so that
and on Saturday the Blue and ^Gray
next year Colby and Maine can renew
will travel to Brunswick to tackle the
With the varsity track squad fairly- their Patriot's Day encounter.
Bowdoin nine. Whether tomorrow's well underway, Coach Perkins turns
game will be played or not will de- his attention to the freshmen. At a
Old H istor y
pend on the condition of Seaverns meeting of all freshmen -who won
In ease you may be interested , here
Field.. ' ' - . :
numerals in mid-winter track, Shelley is the record of those Patriot's Day
¦
/.These two : encounters, which have Pratt and John Fine.d were elected games, starting back before you and
no. hearing- on . the " state title series, co-catpains of the young Mule squad- you and you and I was horn : Out of
will -serve as a proving ground for The size of the squad has jumped the thirty-t-wo contests scheduled ,
Coaclr Roundy, who plans shifting, his from a 'mere eighteen _nen_ during the seven have teen called off for various
infield in ah. attempt to raise the hit- winter season to a fairly large squad reasons, mostly because of Maine
ting power , of his ' team. . The Mule of twenty-nine men this spring. These weather. Of the actual games playmentor , contemplates bringing- in new additions will come in handy in ed, Colby has won eleven and Maine
Chick Hatch and Maynard Irish from filling in the weak spots on the squad. has won fourteen. Colby won tlie first
the .outfield .and seeing how they per- Coach Perkins announced that the Patriot's Day game, which was played
form., .in the infield. Laliberty, a iresh- spring squad will be stronger than the in 1907. The longest successive batch
mah infielder , will also be given a try mid-winter squad because of the add- of wins is four, Colby taking the
out. These candidates have been ed weight events that were not held games of 1928, 1929, 1930, and 1931.
working out with Frank Leonard pre- in some of the meets during the re- Maine won last year 's game.
cent season. "The frosh squad has
sent second baseman.
— C—
Star
•.The first base situation is well set- the weights fairly well taken care of ,"
Anybody 's recommendation for Coltled. , with Stan Gruber, . a capable said the coacli , "But I haven 't seen
fielder , getting the first call. Gruber, any javelin throwers on the squad by's outstanding athlete of 1939
.
would be . Bus Burr-ill. The stocky
unless his hitting becomes weak, will yet."
Fairfield brawn-child plays in three
hold. .down the first sack this season.
probably
atThe event that will
Another change will see Joe Slattery, tract the most attention this spring major sports—football , basketball and
freshman twirler. and a good hitter, will be the telegraph meet . between baseball. He was All-State this year
occupying one of the outfield posts. the . Colby freshmen and the Albion in football and basketball. Bus has
No definite settlement, of the catching freshmen of Michigan. . The meet will won nine letters so far and he will
position has yet been made, and the be held Tuesday afternoon , May 11, undoubtedly get his tenth this spring
two exhibition games will give Roundy but neither team will leave its respec- in 'baseball- And to top it off he has
an opportunity to try out four prom- tive state. Each team will hold the Dean 's List rating as far as scholarising- candidates. Ed Loring and Eed meet at its own field , and will run ship is concerned.
Beal , who made the Southern trip, through the events alone. At the end
Sorry
have a jump . on. the other backstops, of the .meet, the three best times, disMy apologies for calling Fran Allan
Jerry Cole and Hal Rhodenizer tances , and heights will be telegraphMo starting pitchers have yet been ed to each college, and in that man- and Hal Bubar a couple of dash stars
named for the . two games, but Coach ner, the score of the meet will be de- in a track item of last week's Mule
Roundy will select from a capable termined. This will be the . first time Kicks. Both are javelin throwei's.
staff of fiy.e hurlers : Lop Hersey, co- that any. school or college in Maine And they -were still javelin throwers
Captain Ed Cleveland, Joe Chernaus- has ever attempted to run off such a as far as 3 was concerned when my
¦
%%$, ': Ha.J. Hegaji,w . and; J[oe .Slattery. :m.ee&.„, •*• . _., -, . .„~j .- ...i,^ L / V f ^ . M . ..... * ; " • - : > column was handed to the copy-reader
All these players made the Southern
All the freshman meets are at Col- last week. The suffering copy-reader,
while trying to make sense out of one
trip, and should be well prepared for by, and the schedule is as follows:
of my jerky sentences, threw in a
the initial games. It is probable that
May 4, Triangular meet with M. C. comma I hadn't included, changed a
Roundy will alternate his moundsmen,
comma to a period , and scratched out
giving all five a chance to display I. and C. C. I.
Pending, Triangular meet with the word with, and in doing so changtheir wares.
Rockland fligh and I-incoln Academy. ed Fran Allan and Hal Bubar from
May 11, Telegraph meet with Al- javelin hurlers to dash men. You 've
bion College.
got to admit it was a neat trick !
Waterville Steam Laundr y May 15, Winslow High.
May 19, Itumford High .
"Shi rtB Done As Men Like Them "
BASKETBALL NOTICE '
May 26 , Annual dual meet with
The entire basketball squad is to
Deering High of Portland.
AS Ma in. Street

Donald R. Michaud' s
Esse Servicentir
!

report at the Gym at 12:45, Friday,
for the Oracle pictures.

Tel. 14S

Tel. Waterville , 703
College Avenue
Opp osite Golb y Coll ege
WATERVILLE , - MAINE

Schoenbur g Speaks
At Math Meetin g
The members of the Mathematics
club , who met in the Alumnae Building, Monday night, were given a very
interesting speech "by William Small
on the subject of linkatures. Several
complex: mathematics problems were
presented by Dr. I. J, Schoenburg for
discussion. President Jean Burr presided , and refreshments of tea and
cake were served at the close of the
meeting,

GITY JOB PRINT

Tel. 207
Savings Bank Buildin g, Waterville , Me.
Dakin Sportin g Goods Co.
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COLBY'S SPORT SHOP
Tennis Racket Restrin ging
Riding Equi pmen t: a Special ty.
Comp lete Line of Tennis and Golf Equi pmen t
Doug Wheeler , '31
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College Outline Series
Complete - Concise - Authoritative

Simplifies Studies

Improves Mavks

Colby College Bookstor e

/ Room 12

Champ lm Hall

All candidates for the Varsity Tennis squad should report daily for practice indoors until weather permits the
use of the courts. Any student able
to wield a raquet should try out when
the Progressive Challenge Brackets
are arranged. Practice daily at A :00

p .m .

Forum Hears Peace
Committee Trio Talk
About War Problems

Outlook Dismal For
Golf TeamV Season ;
Schedule Announced

• The program of the Student.Forum
Sunday night was arranged by the
Colby - Peace Committee. Doris Russell, chairman of the committee was
the first and most humorous speaker .
Miss Russell - said that there are
three attitudes taken, towards war.
There are those that don 't care, those
that care 'but think they can't do anything about it, and those that are actually interested. Those of the first
two convictions must accept the third
if they want to prevent themselves
from becoming cannon fodder.
"A war would kill off the best men
and the world would have • to be rebuilt—if there was any world left.
And with such a recession as would
follow, the rats might get ahead of
man and then they would run the
peace committees.
In order to gain world peace we
must start thinking and acting in that
line, while in college , for it is now
that our little minds are being molded. We may accomplish this in several ways. There are a lot of bulletins of peace in the library that have
nice big pictures in them. Peace may
be discussed in bull sessions. There
are many opportunities to go to lectures and attending church is sometimes very startling. Peace is very
closely related to social problems and
we have a great many chances to
study social prohlems. There are
some very startling: social prohlems
right here in Waterville.
"Finally, if we -wish to see a new
Oolby on Mayflower Hill instead of
rows and rows of little white crosses
we must 'build up peace knowledge.
But while doing this we shouldn 't
lose our good prejudices such as
hatred for class distinction. "
Miss Constance Knickerbocker was
the next speaker of this peace-advocating trio.
. Miss Knickerbocker pointed out
that Jesus gave a positive, constructive plan in his teachings when he
said , ' "Resist not evil," and "Overcome evil with good. "
"Everyone realizes that war is a
curse , yet the individaul nations are
arming heavily, the question is what
to do about it? We may either go
back to barbarism or forward to
brotherhood . This ideal of brotherhood that people have dreamed of for
years cannot be realized by men like
Chamberlain , Daladier , Hitler, or
Roosevelt , but rather by the united
efforts of individu al persons like ourselves.
"World peace which is our goal requires collective security but we may
work for it at home by striving to
'banish racial prejudices. We may
also refuse to go to war and make
this stand known. We may give our
support to progressive measures like

Spring: accompanied by the crack
of the baseball bat, the thud of tracksters' feet on the cinders, the twang
of tennis strings, and last but not
least golf , has arrived.
¦'¦
Poor weather, however, has kept
Coach Millett' s golfers indoors and
practice has consisted primarily of
putting and conditioning. This factalong with only fair prospects makes
the outlook quite dismal for Colby 's
men on the fairways.
• To date the most likely candidates
are Gregory, Coolidge, Bunting,
Myshrall, and Berry who saw service
last year. The only newcomer is
Robert Bender, a ' yearling, who is as
yet an unknown quantity.
The first competition for the current season will be an unofficial match
with Bowdoin " this "Wednesday . All
Mulers mentioned will likely make the
trip.
April 19th the team will enter the
Augusta amateur playoffs. Nearly"two
weeks later oh. May 1 the first' scheduled match of the season will be held
in Cambridge , Mass., with M. I. T.
Golf Schedule

May 1—M. I. T. at Cambridge.
May 2—Brown University at Providence, E. I.
May 3—Tufts College at Medford ,
Mass.
May 4—Boston University at Boston, Mass.
May 6—University of Maine at
Waterville.
May 9—University of Maine at
Orono.
May 15—Bowdoin . -College at
Brunswick.
May 19—University of Maine at
Orono.
|
' ¦ ¦
May 20—Bates College at Waterville.
May 22-23—State tournament at
Augusta Country Club.
the Thomas Amendment. It is our
moral' duty " as "citizens of- ' "tile '••" world
to join peace organizations. If "we
want this great change it is up bo us
to do our part , others will do their
part and we will achieve our goal."
. Wesley Doe was the last of the
triumvirate . of peace mongers to
speak. Doe said that we should take
the religious attitude. The theme of
Mr. Doe's speaking was "Thou shall
love the Lord thy God with all thy
soul and with all thy mind and thy
neighb or as thyself. "
Wesley said that Jesus' peace was
an inner peace in contrast to peace
by a treaty which is actually suppressed enmity. We must not be isolationists but rather good Samaritans.
' Mr . Doe recommnded good literature and especially the Bible as a big
help to better thinking.

Mike Loebs.

Dekes Lead Contest
For Spra gue Tro phy

¦^
^ ¦G
¦

Standing for All-Point Score for
the year round trophy in interfraternity sports :
___ 778 Points
D, 3_. E.
Z. P.
661 "
P. D. T.
508 "
A. T. 0.
498 "
D. U.
490 "
L. C. A
Il
348 "
K . D. It,
300 " .
_ _ _ _ 27 6 ' "
T. D. P.
Capital University students stage
an annual "Pay Your D.ebt Da y " on
winch they settle thill- 'finan cial obli :
cations.
_ ... .
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Boothby & Bartlctt Co.

V-^-i

Waterville , Me.

QUALITY FOO TWEAR
Always Correctl y Style

Endic ott 'johf-son Shoe

Store
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Come in and See Our
New Spring Sport Coats $8_95 up

Latest Spring Styles
in Pants $ 2.98u p
Sadd le St ra p Shoes
*2,98 up
" Where Colby Men Meet "
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"Meet Colby" Day program ,would be '<- >
even more elaborate than last year.
^
(Continued from, page :_)
The most prominent exhibit ,will be ^
"
which was used in the earl y motion the 1939 Exhibition of over seventy '
which prints which is to go on tour soon.
BE IT RESOLYED ,' that the consti- held, during the second and third full shall elect th e associate and ^assistant picture industry ; a Tessler Coil,
possible for visitors to see Added to this will be a grou p of ,
tution of the Colby EGHO -be amerid- weeiks in May. Announcement of the business managers. , These shall -be makes it
jump a gap ; a photoelec- "shadow-graphs" and portraits taken i\
ed to read as follows in-the artibles jelettion meetings nuisThave "been pub- elected from the present assistant large sparks
meetings and graphic dislished in the last number of the ECHO nusiriess managers and mailing clerks tric hookup, the circuit of whieti at recent¦
and sections named:
phases of pho- appropriate
of
playsand by a notice on the bulletin board after discussion of the various candi- vi sitors will break and th er eby cause
ARTICLE IV
the prints
among
Included
¦
graphy.
:- ''' :
a sign to light u p; a scale mod el of to
at;least three days previously. A quo- dates.- ¦¦ '. '.
Officers
y
taken
on the
exhibit
are
man
Sec. ,7. The electoral -committee in the new Physics building that is to be in the
Section 1. The officers oif this as- rum of a m eetin g of the ECHO staff
organization
which
«of
the
Hill ; and the show- field trips
sociation shall consist of an editor-in- shall consist of two thirds of the offi- Sections 4 , .5 and 6 above shall discuss up on Mayflower
has
not
only t
movies illu strating in the last two years
chief , (who -is -hereafter referred to cers. A quorum of one of the elec- every candidate and shall choose the in g of short sound
to
excursions
methods. made several one-day
as the editor) , a managing editor , a toral meetings shall consist of the officers on a basis of ability and merit the more modern teaching "
--but
also
The Hadio Glob will ad d to the ex- nearby :points of interest,
business manager, a -women's editor, faculty ;adviser and all but two of the "b y a process of mutual agreement.
'
Matinicus -Island
Sec. 4. The junior and senior offi- hibit by demonstrating high frequency week-end trips to
a sports editor, five associate editors', members' .-.oif the electoral group, exHarbor.
and
Bar
letting
visitors
"see"
one associate , sports editor , nine as- cept;:the meeting for ele ction of sen- cers of th e m en 's editorial board , the currents and by
Public Speaking Department
oscillograph.
sistant editors, two assistant sp orts iors at which th e entire committee women's editor, business manager, their voices in the
Professor
Herbert C. Libby has anKappa
Kappa Phi
and faculty editorial adviser (without
editors , twelve rep orters , two associ- must be present.
the"Public Speaking denounced
that
y
Kappa. Phi Kappa , the honorar
S<ec. 2. Appointment of editor, vote) shall elect the men associate
ate business nianagers, three assistis collaborating p artm ent will do its bit in the annual
ant business .managers,. and six mail- managing editor, sports editor, and and assistant editors , and the asso- educational society,
" Sat- J
ciate and assistant sports editors. with Prof essor Edward- J. Colgan of Meet' Colby Day exhibition this '
worn en's editor.
ing clerks.
and Psychology de- urday. The exhibition is to be h elii
Sec. 2. Staff members with the
(&) The senior officers of the staff These shall be elected from the pres- the Education
exhibit. The in the Chapel and "will be featured by
rank of associate shall ordinaril y be with the faculty editorial adviser shall ent sophom ore and fr eshman officers partment to pat on their
' co- the recording machine. During the
juniors and two- associate editors shall select a committee of three j ud ges after discussion of the various candi- members of Kappa Phi Kappa are
operating by making charts. The dis- day, all persons visiting the Public
be women.
who shall appoint the editor, manag- dates. They may require the editor
Speaking exhibition will have the- opSec. 3. Staff members with the ing editor, sports editor and women's to submit, any samples of the work play will inclizde a contrast of oldmodem portunity to have their voices recordrank of assistant shall ordinarily editor from the j unior officers of the of the candidates and any other: perti- time and new school hooks,
teaching devices, a graphical repres- ed on the machine free of charge. As
be. sophomores and four assistant edi- editorial staff. The committee shall nent information.
soon as the "record has been made, it
Sec. 5. The junior and senior offi- entation of old-time curricula and
tors shall b e wornenr
consist of one active journalist, one
will be run on the victrola, and the
mo>din
contrast
with
methods,
Sec. 4. The reporters and mailing faculty member or administrative of- cers of the women's edit orial board , school
individual will have a chance to hear
the
psychoclerks shall ordinarily be freshmen ficer of the college who has had col- the editor , and faculty editorial' ad- ern pr ogressive education ,
The ex(the
so-call
: himself as others hear him.
and two reporters may be women. lege or professional journalistic ex- viser (without vote) shall -elect the galvanic reflex apparatus
hibit
will
also
present
'a'
preview
of'all
apreaction time
Two reporters shall be designated as perience, and one other person. At women associate and assistant edi- ed "lie-detector "),
beheld
the
speaking
contests
to
be
industrial
p aratus, objective tests of
sp orts rep orters.
least one member of the committee tors. These shall be elected from the
y
ear
!
:
tween
now
and
the
end
of
the
^
present sophomore and freshman of- aptitude , perhaps a 'film or two dealSec. 5. Women may try out for shall be changed e&ch'year.
English - Department
,
and
subjects
,
ing
with
psychological
positions in the business department
Cb ) As a basis for judgment each ficers and cand idates after discussion
The English Departmeri, in collabwhat is most noteworthy, the microand a special position may be created junior member of the staff shall pre- of the various candidates. ^.
oration
with the library is making an
the fafor a woman in this department if the pare three copies of an example con- ; Sec. 8. The staff of reporters shall film apparatus of Dr. Bovie,
e
xhibition
of b ooks for th e "Meet
be appointed as follows : A call for mous biophysieist. The latter consists
business manager and faculty adviser sisting of the following items :
day.
There -will be ~& showColb
y"
of a cam era and re ad er , which will
at any time see fit.
L. Copies of issues of the ECHO candidates shall be p ubli shed in an
in
g
of
rare
b
o
o
ks from the library and
y some Ka pp a Phi
Sec. 6. There shall be a faculty on which lie has been (a) make-up issue of the ECHO in the month of b e demonstrated b
of th e part of the famous Hard y collection
editorial adviser and a faculty finan- editor, (h) news editor, (c ) editorial October and the editor-in-chief . shall Kappa member. This is one
the
mod- will be on display. Also, ther e will be
outstanding
instruments.
of
cial adviser oppointed by the presi- writer. He shall choose what he con- make a list of applicants for the posia se cti on devote d to the works of
through
b
e
cause
,
ern
era
in
e
d
uc
a
ti
o
n
,
dent of the college _ !rom the faculty siders th e best exam ple of his work tion , who shall receive regular assign: only a small Thomas J. "Wise , the clever est for ger
th
e
re
s
ourc
e
s
o
f
its
use
,
ments until a choice is made. At the
or administrative staff of the college. in each department.
college library can be increased. A in the nineteenth century. Any one
Sec. 7. The editor with the consent
2. A statement pointing out what end of the first sem ester there shall
small librar y can have more books, in- interest ed in the work of eith er th e
of the adviser may create special of- he considers the strong and weak be a meeting of the junior and senior
cluding those that are rare, because librar y -or the En glish Department
ficers.
features of his work on these issues. memb ers of the editorial b oard , the
the storing of microfilm takes up mutch should p ay esp ecial attention to this
The remaining sections of this ar3. A criticism, of a news story se- women 's edit or , and faculty editorial
, exhibition.
less room than printed volumes.
ticle to he eliminated.
lected by a member of the committee. adviser (without vote). They shall
y erem Eulenspiegel
Chi Epsilon Mu
AETICLE V
4. A statement of how he believes dr aw u p a list of twelve under the
The
German
Club members will
Chi Epsilon Mu, the honorary chemDuties of Officers
the ECHO could be improved and following conditions:
brin
g
a
bit
of
G
e
rman atm osphere to
(a) Due consideration shall be ical society, w311 hav e a wid e variety
Sec. 2. The managing editor shall what he hopes to accomplish if
the
Alumnae
Building
on "Meet
given to representation of the various in their display, which will include -an
be resp onsible to the editor for such elected.
Colby"
Day.
Their
section
of the
exhibit on the soilless growth of
fraternities.
details of publishing and news edit<c ) The candidate shall also desiggy
mnasium
will
b
e
decorated
with
( b ) The list shall include those plants and the manufacture of certain
ing as the editoi* sees fit.
nate the p o sition or p ositions for
colorful
posters
and
th
e
g
irls
will
,
plant hormones; examples of houseSec. 5. The sports editor shall be which he cares to be considered a can- who have signified their desire to try hold chemistry, such •' as the removal dress in German costume and .per^
out for the position insofar as this is
responsible for the assigning, gather- didate!
haps will sing a few German songs.
of
stains
and
the
softening
of
water
;
possible.
ing, and editin g of all .sports news.
<d ) A candidate for sports editor
Calce and coffee will b e serv ed from
(c ) The edit or shall consult the chemical magi-c ; various preparations
Other sports writers shall be respon- only need not submit 1 (a) above and
1:30 to 8:00 P. M .
from
organic
chemistry
including
dissible to him for such duties as he as- may substitute a sp orts column for 1 freshman En glish instructors for their p lays of methods of analysis and th e
Math Club
recommendations.
signs them.
(c> . His statements shall apply more
The Mathematics Club will have
e
q
ui
p
m
e
nt
used;
cr
y
stal
structure
;
These candidates shall be considerSec. 6. The duties -of the associate specifically to the sports department.
their display in the Chemistry lecture
ed
on trial for the rest of the year , physical measurements; and gasoline
editors -shall he to aid the editor or A candidate for women 's editor need
room of Chemical hall. Among the
and
oil
tests.
The
visitors
will
be
managing editor in such ways as thiey not submit 1 (a) ab ove and her and subject to removal if they fail to served synthetic punch.
exhibits will be mathematics books
may direct , and to exercise supervis- statement should be concerned with carry out assignments.
from
the Lan de r collecti on , books
Bo-wen
Society
Sec. 9. After the words, "the staff
ion over such details of the publica- the work of head of the women's
written
in Hindu , Chines e, Greek , and
The Bowen Society, the honorary
of mailin g clerks shall be app ointed
tion as the editor may desire. It is branch of ihe staff.
many
different
languages. The pianoas follows," strike out the words "un- biology society, will feature an exhihit
understood that the duties of the as(e ) This exhibit shall be turned
graph
and
simple
experiments in meof preserved animals, movies about
sociate editors are primarily admini- over to the members of the committee der the direction of the circulation the lower fornns of animal life the chanics will be demonstrated , and
,
manager for four weeks." After the
strative.
by the editor at least two days before
linkages and models shown.
display
of
a
chick
embryo
the
beat,
words, "At the end of that time ," inSec. 7. The duties of the assistant they ' meet.
Geology Department
sert , the words, "By the end of the ing heart of a chick , the muscular reeditors and reporters shall be to pro(f ) The committee shall meet at a
Students
of the geology department
action of a frojr from external stimuli,
vide such material as the editor , man- time designated by the editor in order first semester. "
are
planning
a number of unique exSec. 9 and 10 as now set up to be a study of the circulation of blood in
aging editor , or associate editors may to interview the candidates, to queshibits
to
be
displayed
in Coburn Hall.
the capillaries of a frog, and various
direct.
tion the editor on any points on which eliminated.
microscop e t studies. The exhibit of Outside the building a Delta tank will
ARTICLE VII
Sec. 8. The associate business they wish more information , to conmost interest will probably be a chick- be set up showing typical delta format .
Vacancies
managers shall have charge of circula- sider the candidates, and to elect to
en that has turned from a hen into a tions at the mouth of a river. In one
Sec. 2. Vacancies by resignation ,
tion and of soliciting and inserting the various positions.
of the lecture rooms a Telescopic
rooster.
leaving school dr dismissal shall be
advertisements under the direction of
Alidade with plane table and stadia
Sec. 3. Appointment of business
Le Cercle Prancais
filled by a vote of the senior members
the business manager.
manager.
The exhibit of "Le Cercle Franca-is" rod , a newly developed surveying inThe business manager and faculty of the staff with the advice and con- in next Saturday's Meet Colby -Day strument, will be demonstrated. The
Sec. 9. The assistant business mansent of the faculty adviser.
agers and mailing clerks shall be gen- business adviser shall appoint the buswill represent a French sidewalk cafe. department will also feature an ex- ,
. ARTICLE VIII
erally responsible io the business iness manager from the associate busiRefreshments of ice -cream will bes hit-it of fossil animals and plants and
Surplus
manager and immediately responsible ness managers on the basis of a scorserved by girls wearing authentic one of minerals. In addition to this
Section 1, The faculty advisers
ing
system
which
they
to such other members of the busishall establish
French costumes. All the members of a blow pipe demonstration and .a
shall divide any surplus over $100 reness staff as he may direct, They shall at the beginning of each year. The
the French Club will be present to florescence exhibition will be featmaining after payment of all bills f ov
perform such duties in circulation and associate business manager having
welcome visitors and explain. tho pur- ured. Tho displays are in charge of
the year among the senior officers or
Professor Lougee and will be demonadvertising as the superior may direct, the higher score shall be elected. The
poses and aims of the club to them.
ju nior and senior officers of the staff
strated
hy geology students.
Sec. 10. It is the declared policy scoring shall be based on sale of local on such
Powder and Wig
basis
as
they
see
fit
to
set
up
International
Relations Club
* The Meet Colby Day exhibit of the
of the paper that the wom en's editor adycrstising, sale of sub scri p tions , colat the beginning of each year, They
The International Relations Club
and associate women's editors shall lections of accounts , and satisfactory shall seek
the advice of the junior and Powder and Wig Society will be under tlio direction
of Professor
share in the work of news editing completion of weekly duties assigned senior staff
shown in tho Drama "Workshop in the
members.
Palmer
and
President
Louis
Sacks will
by
the
business
manager,
The
busiand malce-up to an extent determined
Alumnae Building next Saturday. The
ARTICLE XI
prosent
an
unusual
exhibit
of maps ' '
ness
manager
and
faculty
business
adby the editor and women 's editor..
To be eliminated by this amend- club's many properties, such as pup- which will show the
international
Sec. 11 as at present to bo eliminat- viser shall, also establish certain con- ment.
pets , life-masks, costumes , make-iip,
bo
un
dry
chan
ges
which
have taken
ditions
of
maintain,
work
which
will
ed and Section 12 to become Section
and literature will be on display. If
ARTICLE X
place
since
f
'
the
World
s
»
War.
The disan.
equality
of
"
opportunity
between
11.
.
Sec. 2. This constitution may bo possible , the members plan to stag* a play will bo placed in
the
tho
Aluninao
associate
business
managers.
,, .
ARTICLE V I '
amended at any time by a two-thirds puppet show. "
Building,
It
will
trace
the
develop,,
Elections and Appointments
Sec , G. The junior and senior of- affirmative
vote of the ballots cast by
Outing Club
merits of tho conflicts in Europe and, '
Section 1, The annual election of fic crs of the business staff , the editor*, members
of the association at a poll
The Outing Club' is 'planning an : ex- in the 'Far East as well as .those in, > .
officers for the ensuing year shall be and faculty adviser (without vote ) announced in
.
a-previous issue of tho hibit for this comin g wook-ond tluit other parts of tho world,
ii; is pos- ."
1
ECHO together with the i text of tho will display th c varied activities of the siblo that the ' club will
prepare maps, ',- .'
proposed amendment.
Club program, Motion nnd still pic-' anticipating "boundary changes wlilcli '1 '
Wheve : certain sections cannot «bo cures tnkon on field trips will be seem inevitable in '1
the near 'future'."', , '
made applicable for the elections this shown and equipmont used on the var- Leaders in tho club
will be on hand 'to .?
Spring, a vote , of tho ECHO stair ious types of trips such as tho hiking explain the developments
/
traced on '/
shall determine tho method of elec- skiing, -bicyclin g, 'canoeing and moim-1 tho maps.
' " ' / "'
¦
'
, , tain-climbing excursions, will bo in
tion.
. .
""
evidence. . The committee in change Have Your
Thomoa , Book Reports. •
include
Marzjcrlo Chase, Barbau'a Theses and Notes Expertly" Typed , '
Phone 212-W
Towlo , and LSnwood Workman.
i Special Roito for College Btu'doiitfl ' ' ' \
Ca m er a Club
MISS LOUISE M. HIGGINS
f
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER , ". 'i
Aftor a meeting of 'Camera Club
;
officers this woolc, Machoon Stevens 44 Main St., -'
PJhono 408 \
'
announced thai , the club's part in tho V/ATERVIliLE,
'
'
. R&W-J ,^
ME.
'i - v 'V\i0

AMEIIDIINT TO ICE© CONS^IIOTIGN

Organizations Prepare
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Contemporary Club Dance
ELMWOOD HOTEL

Fr iday, Ap ril 21.. 9 p. m. to l a . m.
75c Per Student

TICKETS at "WILL" MILLETT S OF.FIC E
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i

'.

Rose's Flower Shop
; ;^ \ 'c^eiv.McLe]jan 's.;\:. '
Corsages Our Specialty
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ASSISTANT EDITORS : Hartley Bither, '41 ; Ralph , B. Rowe, '41 ; J.
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Constitutional Amendment
Last-year there was a change in the make-up of
the Student Council and. a. new method of electing
class officers , and council representatives established. This year several groups have revised or
drawn up constitutions, including the S. C. A., and
interfraternity council. This is the year for constitutions and the ECHO staff is also seeking an
extensive revision of the constitution of the Association. The obj ect of some of the others, notablyclass election, was to reduce fraternity politics and
their pernicious influence. And that is the principle reason for the revised ECHO constitution.
Anyone at all familiar with recent ECHO elections is well aware that they are the source of
about the worst form of fraternity politics known
to Colby. - Not only that, but politics in ..this election is naturally more vicious than in other elections, for a great deal depends on the quality,
initiative, and training of the staff. These things
an open meeting never stops to consider.
The proposal, printed on another page, will
eliminate politics. Present trouble arises over the
elections of senior officers. Now this is to be in
the hands of an outside group who are well qualified to j udge the candidates. Pitfalls of faculty
domination and favoritism are also avoided. Instead the welfare of the paper and how it may
serve the student body are placed foremost.
A small group of those who are retiring from
the staff and those who will hold key positions the
succeeding year will elect those with rank of assistant and associate. These people have far less
interest in playing- politics and are those most concerned with an efficient staff. Another good feature is that nearly "the entire plan can go into operation this year. The business manager is the chief
exception.
The whole amendment is the product of many
hours of study. It is significant .that the final plans
are basically the original ideas, and were the only
ideas put forward which anyone believed would
really prove effective. Study of election systems
in other colleges showed that practically all papers
are dominated by fraternity politics. If this plan
is adopted and proves successful, Colby will again
prove itself in the select group of progressive institutions. It is with these things in mind that
the staff unanimously asks the support of the student body next week.
Meet Colby With Clean Grounds
It is a strange host "who does not clean house
carefully when expecting guests. Colby will be on
parade this Saturday and there is a tremendous
j ob of spring house .cleaning to be done before we
present a reasonably decent appearanceThe late Spring and yesterday's rain have made
it extremely difficult to ; accomplish much until
, now. , Between now and Saturday every effort of
the grounds crew will have to be bent toward getting things in shape. I i the regular crow is not
sufficient, the superintendent should be allowed
some extra men. Certainly the lawns, fences and
other things demand at least a modicum of attention before this event. : \ . - .,'
It will also be well for the fraterniti es to turn
, to and clean up around .their own houses whereas
the grounds crew is particularly rushed, Some
fraternities in particular, need to clean up the winter depris on their lawns, Porches need sweeping
and the house interiors Should not be forgotten.
'' Our guests will bo visiting some fraternities,

JOE SMOKE SAYS

NOTIGES

1

-I

OF THE WEEK —

Ye Gladiator :
Last week I read with genuine interest and sympathy
the letter concerning hour examinations. It has often
appeared to rne that the professors were defying me to
keep .my head up. With me, three examinations in as
many days is not an uncommon occurance. My most extreme case of jitters came when I was facing five of them
in four days ; yet, -what can be done ahout it?
Seriously, I believe that the professors are aiot against
me, for, when I have approached them and explained my
situation, I have found them sympathetic , and they have
made arrangements for me to take my lexamktiation at a
later date. In some classes votes have been taken to find
the most satisfactory date for the majority of the students. ' Obviously, no plan could be entirely satisfactory
to everyone.
It is an understood rule that hour examinations shall
be. announced at least a Week in advance; thus it would not
be a great strain on the faculty if they announced to the
office , or some committee, the proposed date for their examination, perhaps ten days in advance. In Mr. Warren's office is a list of all the students and their schedule
of courses ; the number of students in ea<ch course is
known ; the number of students in each course iri relation
to the liumber of students in every other course could well
be determined. Thus when, dates which afreet too many
students come in, the committee should advise one of the
faculty to hold his examination on a different non-conflicting date.
For example, m government 1 there are 40 students;
in history 1there are 60 students. Of the 60 students in
history, 25 are also in government 11.' Obviously, an examination in both these courses on the same day or successive days affects a large group. • This is a hypothetical
case, yet one that is not very different front conflicts at
Colby. Although it would be tedious to settle every minute conflict in this manner, I believe that tlie principal
difficulties could be thus settled.
S. H. W.

CLASSICAL CLUB
Colby's English department should
consider itself lucky to have a .prof esThere will be a very , important
sor. who knows so much about Ameri- meeting of the Classical club, Thurscan literature that he feels justified in day, during chapel period in the
making the statement ¦that Longfel- chapel. The purpose of the meeting
low's immortal Evangeline is nothing is to elect officers ., for the coming
more or less than sentimental "blah." year. - It is urged that every member
Perhaps Dr. Carlson's definition of be present. "blah" "would make a difference.
A few days ago, Dave Brodie saw
NOTICE
five freshman Dekes in a car, and ask- / Until further notice, ' the Music'
ed them for a ride. They agreed to Room in the Alumnae Building will be
give Dave a fide if he would take open for playing records on The Carthem to the show, and Dave j okingly negie equipment during the following
agreed that he would. After driving hours' :
-.
around town for a while, they stop - Mondays 4:30-5 :30. : '
' "'
,
"/
\
ped in front of the Haines, theater. Tuesdays, '4:30-5 :30—7:00-9 :00. ' "'
At first Dave wondered why they had Wednesdays, 4:30-5 :30—7:30-9 :30.
stopped there, tout his wonder soon Thursdays, 4:30 5:30.
r
turned to dismay as they marched him Fridays, 4:30-5:30—7
:00-9:00.
in and made him buy six tickets for
Sundays, 2:30-4:30.
the afternoon show.
All, . recordings from the Carnegie
The other day, Celia Bather was library are for , use on the Carnegie
asked by one of her friends if she
machines and can not be . loaned for
knew who wrote the Joe Smoke coluse outside the music room, ..
umn. . She said, "No, don't know who
writes it, but I'm going to find out.
:. .r . FINANCIAL AID .- .¦ .
No one can write a column like that
without rne knowing ahout it. Why
May 1st is the filial date for filing
I know all-about everything that goes for financial aid for 1939-40.on around Colby College."
The Lambda Chi's had a "vie" party
VERE1N EULENSPIEGEL
Saturday night, and admission was
There will lie a meeting of the
charged according to the weight of
Eulenspiegal Monday evenVerein
the girl. I guess Connie Swift and
April
24, at 7:45 P. JM., in the
ing,
Walt Sherys weren't being economical
Social
Room
of the Alurrraae Building.
when they escorted Helen Bradshaw
All
members
are urged to come. .
and 'Betty Jewett. The girls won the
heavyweight contest with a weight of
140 pounds apiece.
If you hear a noise not unlike an
By SPENCER WINSOR
agonized groan mingled with the
sound of a bouncing bag of tin cans
Last week's most important event was President Roose- accompanied by a large ' amount of
velt's open message to the dictators. One congressman foul smelling smoke, don't be alarmed,
chidded the President for trying tp solve e-very foreign it" is only "Casanova" Millstein in his
On Saturday, April 15, Eleanor
prohlem that arose. He evidently believes the German new car.
Stone and Joanna MacMurtry attendand Italian press attacks which declare that Mr . RooseJim Foster has been seen several ed the Student League Conference of
velt has no comprehension of European history and geo- times in Mr. Rush's office when Mr.
New England Co-eds which was held
graphy, and that he is trying to divert attention from the Rush isn't there. . . Probably waiting
at . Massachusetts State College. Both,
"acute" unemployment problem at home. Such a remark for the librarian.
delegates told of their experiences at
shows failure to realize that a Nazi confiscation of properI have heard , and they do say, that the conference in Women's Chapel on
ty, and depreciation of German and repudiation of Aus- one of the Colby co-eds was walking
Monday. Eleanor Stone explained
trian and Czechoslovalcian bonds affected American busi- along one of the streets of Waterville the three discussion groups which she
ness to the extent that many Americans lost their jobs, the other day and she accepted an inattended. . "Discipline" was the sub(unemployment in the United States directly traceable to vitation from two strange men to go
ject of the first group at which the
German aggressiveness).
riding. Of course I may be wrong, I participants considered the different
Message Designed For The People
frequently am , but whatever the case types of governing and disciplinarian
Both the German and the Italian press were irate be- may be, I think that sort of thing
boards in the various colleges. Miss
cause the President's message was puhlic. The German isn't very good advertising for either
Stone explained the interesting Honor
press remarked that such - matters should be kept in strict Colby or its co-eds.
System which the students of Bates
secrecy. But the President 's remarks were designed more
are using. The Judicial Boards of the
Well,
some
of
the
boys
around
camfor the consumption of the people of Germany and Italy
pus are putting down the tops of their Rhode Island and Vermont Universithan for Hitler and Mussolini. It should s-how to those
ties were also discussed. "College
people that in democracies matters so vital to their wel- ears, and I guess Spring is going to
come
after
all.
This
is the time of Traditions, such as "Ivy Day" and
fare are not a nd should not be secret. It should1 emyear
that
makes one feel more and "Colby Day," was the subject of the
phasize to those people the tremendous coalition which is
second discussion. "Toward Togethaligned against them, and cause them to ask why so much more hi-powered and less and less like
studying. Maybe the professors are erness of OfF-Campus Girls," Miss
of it is against them. '
going to see things the way we do and Stone said, proved to be a very inteiv
Hitler To Answer
esting and helpful group discussion.
let up a little on the assignments.
Hitler promised Tuesday that he would answer Mr.
She explained the many privileges and
Roosevelt at the meeting of the Reichstag on April 28.
comforts which the day students . at
^
Some interpret this to mean that Hitler plans no other
the
Universities of Maine and New
aggressive move "before that date. Still it may be but a
Hampshire enjoy, such as, special
guise or red herring to put the democracies off their guard.
rooms in which they may purchase
That this can be done is doubtful for Britain has so far
hot lunches and spend their spare
committed herself that a turning back is now impossible.
minutes between classes. Miss Stone
Then , the departure of the German fleet for war maneuUnusual ideas catchthe interest and closed by saying that the thing that
vers hints at something else.
hold it if only because of the fact of impressed her most was the friendii
German Fleet a Worry to France and England
its app eal to the imagination. Clar- ness of the Massachusetts State Col-7
The destination of the fleet has been set as "off the ence K. Streit in Union Now has ad- lege women. She also stated that next
coast of Spain. " Off which coast is not known, but the vanced "A proposal for a Federal year the Colby women are to be hostGerman fleet in the Mediterranean could be very useful to Union of the leading democracies." In esses for the conference.
Mussolini who is now afraid to move in the Mediterranean considera tion of the success of the
Joanna MacMurtry also attended
region because of the superiority of English and French Amer ican con st i tut iona l governm ent
three
, discussion groups , th e fir st of
forces there in fact , it might make II Duce feel supported the author would extend it so as to
which
dealt with "Upperclassman Reto the extent that he will refuse to remove tho fascist make it the basis for a union among
sponsibilities
for Student Governtroops from Spain. These have been a great boon to dic- such nations as the Unite d Stat es, the
m
e
nt
,"
stressing
particularly the busir
tator dealings during the last few weeks for thoy are a British Commonwealth of Nat ions,
ness
of
acquainting
the freshmen with,
constant threat to France on a third fromt. Obviously, France , Scan dinavi a, and other leadthe
rules
of
the
Student
Government
Herr Hitler is no| unprepared for war for the very move- ing democracies. These nations would
along
with
,
other
important
rules of
ment of the high seas fleet indicated that ha is not going receive innum erab le advanta ges f r om
the
college.
The
subject
of
the" secto have it bottled up at Ostend or in the Baltic Soa as his a combination of effort while lessenin g immeasura b ly th o tax b urd ens of ond discussion was as follows : "Is the
World War prototype , the Kaiser, had his.
their citizens- They could present a Stu dent Government Related to the
strong, united front to aggressor na- Faculty?" and thirdly, the group distions with only a modicum of effort cussed "Cooperation with the Men's
When All About Us Talk War
Student Government."
. . ,
in preparation.
Significant is the fact that American colleges are obJ. Fred Rippy reviews tho history
serving Peace Day this year at a timo when most of the
of American foreign policy in consid- ed his experiences as he travelled
world can tliinlc of nothing but how soon war will come.
eration of the troubled relations with throughout the territories o£ CzechoIt refl ects two things, how much more fortunate the
Eur ope at the present time, In Amorslovakia where lie came in intimate
Unit ed States' p osition is, and the hoaltliy attitude o_ ! ica and tho Strife
of Europe the au- contact with the people. ' Margaret
American youth.
thor expresses the hope that America Bonrke-White has illustrated those
Our demonstration hero will bo one of tlie most approcan preserve tho peace.
pen-pictures with candid camera shot*
priate in considering how we may best koop out of war,
A well-known author and an ex- which add a finishing touch to an alIt is unlike that of many other campuses -where a strong
emotional.appeal for pacifism or some oth er course will bo perienced photographer have combin- ready interesting travel description.
Two novals by two well-known
made. Nor will it try to propogandizo any, particular ed their talents to produce a hook
writers
are their own introduction.
course of foreign affairs for the United States. Instead which ia indicative of a new trend in
icltford
Point by John P. Marquand
Colby will exemplify tho democratic process by carefully tho book world. North of tho Danube W
and
Beware
of Pity by Stefan Zweiff
considering a f ow of tho possible courses open to us. How is tho second b ook of this kind to bo
promise
to
uphold
the popularity almuch bettor that is than trying to use the -weapons of tho published by tho brilliant partnership.
ready
enjoyed
by
these
authors.
Erskine Caldwell has vividly recountdictators to advocate peace,
'
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At NM .Microphone

Hitler Proc laims His Pro gram,
Comp lete Mein Kampf App ears
by Emanuel K. Frucht
Hitler Charts His Coui'se:
Wh at will Hitl er d o n ext? will he
seiz e Holl and , Denm ark , Poland ,; the
Ukr ain e, or will he launch his longawait ed claim f o r t he r eturn of the
f ormer German colonies to the Reich?
In ev er y Eur op ean countr y th e se
questions 'are asked and debated , and
the eventual settlement of these
problems will determine whether or
not th er e , will be war in Europe during the years to come. Only time and
Mein Kampf may answer some of
these questions.
Recently, two editions of the unexpurgated edition of Mein Kampf apfrom
the
peared simultaneously
presses of two of . our publishers,
Stackpole Sons, an d Rey nal and
Hitchcock. B ehind this dual publication of the same book lies a very interesting story. The Stackpole Version has been nationally advertsed as
the only version of Mein .Kampf
which does not pay royalties to Hitler, while it does contribute 5 % of its
net p ro f it s fr om the sal e of thi s bo ok
to a fiind for Refugee relief. Reynal
and Hitchcock advertise their edition
as the only annotated book containing notes by John Gunther and other
European authorities. The Stackpole
edition is a literal translation of the
original German and no attempt has
been made to re-edit any of Hitler's
writings, but the ann otated edition
has changed the.sometimes incomprehensible German style of Hitler into
rea dable English prose.
This book was written while Hitler
was in prison , as a result of the illconceived Munich Beer Hall Putsch
of 1923, and it naturally is quite bitter against those people who put him
in prison. He was released from jail
in 1926 , an d at the same time the

Nazi Party was recognized as a legal
party throughout Germany.
The first five hundred pages of the
b o ok de al with Hitler's life from the
tim e of his ch i ldho od to his p ri son
days in 1923. Throughout these pages
are f oun d con stant r ef er en ces to the
necessity of the union of his motherland , Austri a , with that of his adopted fatherland, Germany. This dream
was fulfilled in March , 1938 , when
German troops marched into Austria
and placed the country under . Ger¦
" ¦ ¦
man rule. • •
¦Hitler states that there are only
two possible allies for Germany: Italy
and En gland. However, events of the
p a st few week s would lea d one to th e
con clus i on th a t th e alli an ce with Ital y
is the only possible and-secure diplomatic nvove for Hitler at the present
tim e. France, however, r emain s th e
irreconcilable enemy of Germany, and
every aspect of German Foreign
Policy is ultiniately pointed to the
final showdown with France.
As Hitler points out, the aim of a
strong and virile Germany is a nation
of 250 ,000 ,000 people oh the continent of Europe. If this dream is to
b e mad e a reality , every nation in
Europe with the exception of France
and Ru ssia must eventually come under German- sway. This is the answer
that Hitler gives to those who are
wondering about the fate of the smaller nations of Europe. Mein Kampf
points the way, and if Hitler follows
the path that he has charted for himself , in liis booh , he will either become
the master of all Europe o_* go down
to defeat at the hands of the recently awakened and viligant democracies
of England and France, who have finally learned that there is no such a
thing as "appeasing" a dictator.

S.C.A. Installation

( Continue d fr om p age 1)

mihg'said' 'that ' since the old sters have
not full y a chieve d th eir ' goal , they
naturally look to yoiith- to achieve
wh ere they have failed.
As w e laun ch th i s new Chri stian
ship, the mo st im po rt a nt thin g for us
C olby stu de nts is to kee p on until we
reach our goal. But we must keep
in mind as we progress , the place
wh ere we start e d , o ur herita ge from
¦the past.
Th e b es t t h in gs in this herit ag e we
sh ould take with us in our struggle
to reach our goal. From our New
En gland ancestry we get the virtues
ol' cl e anliness , sobri ety and reliability.
The se ar c fundam e nt a ll y im po rtant
if our voyage is to be a success.
Fr o m th e Christi a n rel ig ion w e get
th e sp iritual herita g e, the idea of sacr ifi cial endeavor given to us b y Jesus,
and the Christian church. Especially
im portant for us is that we keep the
church organization true to its purpose ,
Dr. Gumming closed by cauti oning

Good Drinks , 3 for 25c

10 Common St., Opp. Op era Home

Tlie Waterville Dry Cleaners

Careful Work
"Service Which Satisf ies "
(Only the finest products used in our
cleaning process)
From 3 Hour Service up

Tel. 277 62C Temple St.
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The faculty received the request of
Counc il : th at certain
changes be made in the graduation
requirement concerning modern forr
eign languages. At its February meeting the- - faculty ¦ '•referre d the matter
to the Academic Council for investigation and report.
The Council repo rte d at th e March
meeting, but decision "was postponed
in order that the Curriculum Committee mi ght inv estigate the possible inclusi on of an cient a s well as m od ern
languages in the requirement.
On April 6 th e f acult y voted th at
the re quirement of a Reading Knowledge Examination in a modern foreign language be changed to a Reading Knowledge Examination in a foreign language, thus recognizing the
ancient languages on a par with the
modern.
The request that the passing of
French 4 or German 4 with a m a rk
of C or better be considered the
equivalent of a Reading Knowledge
Examination was denied and the requir ement of th e Re ad in g Kn owled ge
Examination for all students was retained.
Careful stu dy of the college records reveals that the proposed change
would effect a negligible number of
stiidents, that nearly all students who
receive a mark of C in French 4 or
German 4 pass the Reading Knowledge Examination on completion of
that level of language study. ' It is
furth er shown that m an y students
who received D ' in French 4 or Ger

the Stu d ent
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It tcckos nltill to land in tho caroor
you - w a n t . . . tho kind of fllcill so
mdn-y eollogo women acquire
through Eat-iarino Gibbs training
. . preparation to stop immediately into an interesting, wellpaid position? with advancement
ahead. The Placement Department novor has enough Gibbstrained college women available
to fill all calls.

• /Isle Colie&o Coureo Saaralary
ior "ItosultB." a booklet oi placement information, and catalog.
I .• Special Course ior Collogo
Women opens in Now York and
. Boston. Soptombor 26, 1039.
• AT KEWyOBK SCHOOL ONLY
-same oourso may bo started July
HI, ptopat inq for early placomonf.
Also Olio : and: Two Yonr Ooursos for
ni-iinriitory anil hloli school gradimtos.
BOSTON . . 00 Marlborough Slfopt
NEW YOIIK , . . 230 Parl e Avonu'o

KATHAWE GIBBS

"Howdy Day " is a special event .on
the Los Angeles- City College calendar. Students wear special identification tags on that day; say "howdy'?
to everyone they meet.

-

'
'
BON VO YAGE, MISS M3« ' ." ., ' : . .^ST
© New liqrizons stretcli before
you . . . a new life beckons you.
For you ivho are looking forward
to interest-filled careers in advertising, go-venimeut, insurance, or
£11 other fields attractive to college
women—a word of advice. The
college woman with a superior,
graduate-type secretarial training
(s uch asianueui
as Fairfield tiammg.j
trainine '1 is
ii an
nn
\sucn
employer s iirst Choice when an

lege Holida y review when
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even some students in 'French 04;or' v '
German 0 4 have met the r equirement . ".
The facult y th erefor e conclu d es , that _
th e R eadin g Knowl edge Ex aminati on
is neither unreasonable nor difficult.
The faculty further .believes; >that \
the present requirement is based'upon
the most progressive educational
p oli cy in th at it calls for a single
minimum stan da rd of achievem ent ,
regardless of course or instructor.
The de finiten ess an d simp licity of our
lan gu age r eq uirem ent have brou ght
f avorable comment from progressive educators in "other institutions. This
r eq uirement h as marked Colb y's first
step t oward the settin g of de finit ely
measured achievement in the place of
mere course credits. The faculty be-_
li eves that the policy, instead of being .
abandoned , should b e ext end ed to
other departments.
It sh o ul d b e em phasiz ed that no
stu d ent is r eq uire d to tak e forei gn
language in college". By any means
he se es fit h e may prep are himself for
a Re adin g Knowl edge Examination in
any recognized foreign language. He
do es n ot h ave to taJk e the examination
in a language taught at Colby; he
may take it in Russian, .in Italian-in
Swedish, ' in,> Arabic, i n . f a c t in . :any
recognized language. He has an opportun i t y to take the examination; at
any one or all of nine;.times /during
his four years in college. ¦¦' H e is . given
a chance to take any courses offered
n the college to prepare . hina^eif ; for
th e ex aminati on and to rec eive course
credit for-, those courses. . Taking: a
regular course has proved' to be the
convention al , and p erha p s the surest
taethod of preparation , ;but the student is free to use any method hepleases.
•, ;¦' ¦

Because of the request of the faculty members, both ' those supporting
and opposing: the Beading Knowledge
R equirement in Foreign. Languages,
the ECHO is publishing- the following
faculty's report. :
/

Barbara
Skehan
introduces
a
special
guest
durA classical museum—a valuable
ing
her
weekly
newscast.
collection of anti quities—has been
opened at iVassar College.
A co-educational community college
has b een ope ne d in Uti ca , N. Y.
To h elp World Fair employees in
im pressin g visitors next ye ar , Dr.
Walter 0. R obinson of St. John 's
University, Brookl y n , is conductin g a
course in grammar and diction for the
administrative officers and guards.

(Leo 's)

lOKaoB sas ,

Thursday afternoon at four .there
will be a rehearsal of the "Swingsome
Four" at the WLBZ studios. This
grou p of u p to th e m i nut e rh y thm's
has been rehearsing for some time
and will probably make a microphone
appearance in the very near future.
They do not aim to copy the Adrian
Rollini Trio nor the Goodman Quartet, but have a unique style which
they have been working on with interest.

Saga Soon To Sound
The ca st of th e "Saga of the
Scythe" will hold a rehearsal in the
"WLBZ studios Friday afternoon at
four. The last "touches" ar e beingput on this drama-to-end dramas," this
super-melodrama. With the inclusion
of "fittin g" sound effects this first in
the three experimental types of dramatic presentations may make an unexpected appearance on the Colby
the new officers of the association to
hour next Monday. You had better
build a ship large enough to admit all
be listening !
those , p f wh at ev er faith , who are
ready "to sefve' their f ellow men.
Quartet To Appear Monday
After Harley Bubar and NannaThe Quartet of '40, the most pophelle Gra y h a d ea ch said a few words ular Colby musical group, will b e the
in r ep l y to th e ir in stallation , Bubar in- guest artists on the Colby At The
troduced the "various members of the Microphone broadcast next Monday,
n ew S. C. A. cabinet, and anounc e d April 24 , at 7:17-7 :45 P. M. They
the first cabinet meeting f or Thurs- have planned an interesting program ,
day evening. Then Professor Herbert some of the numbers that they have
L. Newman said a few words and the received many requests for , and some
meetin g clo se d with the whol e grou p which th ey will sing for the first time
singing "Follow The Gleam."
on the air. There will also be a Col-

Painter 's Annex
lunches.

Last Monday on the regular Colby
at the Microphone broadcast at 7:157 :45 A. M.; Fletcher Eat on , versatile
news commentator, interviewed . De an
Ernest C. Marriner on Saturday's
"Meet Colby" 'Day program. The
Dean explained the many , exhibits
that would been seen at this second
open house.
. . Th e program marked the initial appearance of Harold Seaman, '42 , a
freshman ECHO sports . writer, who
appeared as. the guest of Bob Ganders. Seaman reported on the latest
baseball dope and his interesting copy
Ganders,
showed great promise.
known as "y our favorite co ll egi a te
sports announcer," covered th e other
sports in . his usual clear-cut manner
as he has for the past weeks.
Horace and Chester gave a commendable performance supplying the
musical portion of the broadcast.
Making th eir fourth appearance in
the last year, the two, banjo and
guitar players, presented several old
time popular selections.

man 4 h av e pa ssed the Reading , _
,
Kn owled ge Ex am ination , ¦" and' that

Facult y Reports On
Readin g Kn owled ge
Exam Requirement

important position is to be filled,
Fairfield's executive secretarial
training includes specialized
courses preparing for advertising,
retailing, publishing, etc. Unusually effective placement service,
Attractive dormitory,
,
. .
For Catalog, address
ma.rj ort.E' A. LAKDON , Director
245 Marlborough Str«ot, Boston , Mass.
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FRI., SAT., APRIL 21-22
Double Feature Show!
The 3 Mesquiteers

Wa terville's Most
Beau tiful Theatre

JM

APRIL 22.24
Don
Claudettc
Ameche
Colbert
"MIDNIGHT"
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Astor
Earrymore
Tues.-Wed., Apr. 25-26
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Tliurs.-Fri., Apr. 27-28
Two New Features
"BLACKWELL'S
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"RED RIVER RANGE"
"THE LON G SHOT"
with
C. Henry Gordon
Added—Serial and Cartoon

1
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MON., TUBS., APR., 24-25
Double Feature Program !'
"CITADEL"
with
Robert Donat
Rosaling Russell
also
"PARDON OUR NERVE"
wi t h
Lynn Bari—Juno Gale

|ja
118
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John
Rose Mary §|9
IpF
Garfield
Lane
lag
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Charles Rug-flies
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JEFF'S TAP RO O M

Dino and Danco
Opp. Stadium
We Still Have Your Favorite
liUNCHES and DRINKS

"When you say U with p owers, Say it
with Ours "

Mit chell's Flower Shop

144 Main St.

Tel. 467.W — 467 R

WED., THURS., APR. 26-27
Double Feature Program!
"ARTISTS AND
MODELS ABROAD'!
with
.
Jack Benny & Joan Bennett
also
"PERSONS IN ,HIDING"
from the book 'by
J, Edgar Hoover
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Fhrift Matineo
1j f_i_ _i
EVERY TUES.l
Play SCREENO Every
' MON. & WED, EVENINGS , .,'
$2S FREE CASH PRIZES , '
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Bbweh Society,
New Colby Club
Holds Initiation

Geology Department
Entertains Clark
Students At Coburn

Phi Beta Initiates

Good FOOTWEAR For
College Men and Women

(Continued from page 1)

E. Hutchinson, and Gerald M. Armstrong..
¦The Bowen Society, the Colby biolSunday evening, April 16, ProfesProfessor Elmer C. Warren anogy club founded this year, held their sor Richard Lougee and members of nounced the receipt of an endowment
first "initiation /Tuesday .night at Co- the Geology department entertained fund to finance scholarly publications
burn Hall.
Professor Homer P.. Little and about and turned the receipts over to Pro;•; Following the informal initiation, thirty geology students of Clark Uni- fessor Weber, secretary of the chaprefreshments were served- Plans were versity in the geology rooms of Co- ter. Following this Miss Runnals inannounced for the next meeting of burn hall. •
troduced ine speaker of the evening,
the society, which will take- place on
Professor Little was formerly tlie Frederick . Chesney Horwood , Tutor
the second Tuesday in May.
head of. the Colby Geology depart- and Lecturer in English Literature at he does not "understand the charge
The initiates were : B ernerd Bur- ment, teaching here from 1910' to St. Catherine's Society, Oxford Uni- that the rhythms of Housman are
bank, Prince Beach, Joseph Croteau , "1920. He is an authority on the geo- versity, who is now lecturing at Bow- trite." Housman thought himself a
Richard Chase, Edwin Late, Katheryn logic structure at Bar Harbor, and it doin in a series being conducted there. man of science. In conclusion Mr.
Reny, Betty Doran, James Foster, was he -who started the annual spring Mr. Horwood was unable to speak on Horwood stated "Housman 's poetry
his originally planned topic, because
"William Chase, Elizabeth. Sweetsev , geology trip to Bar Harbor.
Durham , N . II.—(ACP)—What's
stands the test for poetry . . it conand
Dorothy
Emerson.
John Hawes,
Professor Lougee showed the group of I'ecent illness, but instead spoke on soles . . it clarifies life as a momen- in a name?
three extremely illuminating geologic "A. E. Hoiisman."
It can be much or it can be little,
tary stay against confusion."
Mr.- Horwood opened his discussion
films, two of which were of Russia
for at the University of New Hampand Novaya Zembla, an island in the by saying that an interest in Hous- Echo Revision
Isshire a. student organization has dubArctic Circle some seven hundred and man's poetry must be appreciative
1bed itself "Student Landlords." The
(Continued from page 1)
fifty miles from the north pole. The rather than mformative, the merits -of
name is not all that it sounds, as qualother film was entitled "Glaciation his poetry are wholly on the surface , candidates, and interviews.
ification for membership does not
Ann Arnor, Mich.—(ACP)—Foot- j and Glacialists," a film showing signi- there is nothing difficult about underFor the choice of 'business manager ;mean that the undergraduate must be
ball pool operators are-being given the ficant glacial features, and in addi- standing it. His grim gravelike poetry a scoring system for the work of the ;
a prop erty owner.
"works" in at -least this one college tion, pictures of . several distinguished has been open to a great deal of two juniors will be devised.
The organization is one of ten stucommunity, which is conducting^ auth orities on this subject, including parody.' Housman was definitely an
Election of associate and assistant
vigorous drive against those who make Professor Goldthwait of Dartmouth, atheist, he talked of Christian non- officers of. the staff will be made by dents, majors in the four-year curria gambling racket out ol the nation's and Ernst Antevs and Baron De Geer. sense, saying that Christianity was a vote of retiring junior and senior culum of hotel administration. Bandmost popular amateur sport..
These films were rendered particularly harmful in its social aspects. Hous- officers after full discussion of the ed together through common interest
in their chosen profession the club is
Last week Circuit Judge George interesting by the fact that Dr. Lou- man 'believed that it was "better to candidates.
organized for social and professional
Sample slapped a $500 fine and a pro- gee, who took these pictures himself , not have been born at all" but that it
Other detailed provisions of the
bation term on one alleged pool oper- explained the subjects presented ,.and was "best to die young." Atheism plan are designed to eliminate some purposes.
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difficulties under which many of the fortitude. Housman loved things sports editor with a separate staff
The case began when a university pictures were taken.
more because they died. He received handling that news is another . f eatstu-dent filed charges against the pool
Following the showing of the consolation in the country, considered lure. - Greater participation of the
operator when he failed to pay oif an
movies, the group were shown the de- nature friendly. Mr. Horwood rec- women will also be possible.
estimated $3,700 won by students on
partment's fossil and mineral collec- kons Housman "among the major na23 SILVER STREET
a Saturday last fall. Those who options, together with other things of in- ture poets. " Housman tended to borpose this form of gambling point to
terest, including the new surveying row from the sad poets, the tragic
the fact that operators "usually fail to
ballads, and Arnold. He has the
instruments.
pay winners when their losses are
"spirit and not the trappings" of
Refreshments were then served by these however ; he was concerned with
heavy, charging that participants lose
Mrs. Lougee who was assisted by a Romantic Realism. Housman. himself
when they win.
few studentsfelt that he owed little to the clas- JOIN THE CROWD AT THE
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Several other guests were also pres- sics, but Mr. Horwood pointed out PURITAN SWEET SHOP
ha-v e' a student .group known as the ent, including George Otis Smith, that slight references could be found
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Brotherhood of the Pipe Smokers' As- formerly Director of tlie United in his poetry, however.
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sociation.
Mr. Horwood stated further that
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